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Site Validation 

Iron Mountain Site Validation enables organizations to select the specific 
boxes on a pickup order and communicate them in advance to Iron 
Mountain.  Iron Mountain validates pickup, creating a traceable chain of 
custody.   

Site Validation results in fewer inventory discrepancies, superior 
inventory control and a secure, dependable, documented chain of 
custody. 

Depending on how Iron Mountain Connect Records Management is set 
up, users may be forced to complete missing, required metadata on 
returning boxes as part of the process.   

 
Use this guide to learn how to: 

• Place a pickup order with Site Validation  

• Sort the pickup list by customer 

• Enter a file-only and/or vault pickup services request with Site 
Validation 
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Site Validation Pickup List 

Select Pickups, Add Records 

from the Left-Side Navigation 

bar.  
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To place vault pickup service requests  

and/or file-only orders, select a customer 

and click on the cart, then place these 

orders from within the Pickup Order Cart 

Items screen as described on page 5.    
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Pickup List (Add Records) 

is the default selection. 
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Create and add new boxes and files to 

your pickup list, and add returning 

boxes to your pickup list. For 

information on creating boxes and 

files, refer to the Creating a New Box 

and Creating a New File How To 

guides. 
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If your organization uses the option to 

enforce metadata completion, you will be 

required to fill in missing metadata on 

boxes that you are returning to Iron 

Mountain (refile). 
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Site Validation Pickup List 

Site validation requires that you select a single 

customer.  You must select a customer to enable 

the cart and the Action dropdowns. 
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Add the boxes to the pickup 

cart.  When you place the 

pickup order, a report listing 

these boxes is sent to Iron 

Mountain as an inventory 

control. 
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Use the multi-select 

functionality to add 

multiple boxes to 

the cart quickly.    
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Click Export to export a copy of 

your pickup list to a .csv file.  

This copy is part of the chain of 

custody for these boxes. 
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Click the Pickups cart.  
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Use the Customer 

dropdown to sort the 

pickup list.  Only items 

belonging to that customer 

display on the pickup list. 
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Site Validation Pickup Order Cart 

Enter file-only orders and vault pickup 
service requests:  

• For file-only orders, specify the 
number of new and/or returning 
files and enter instructions.  

• For vault pickup service requests, 
click the checkbox and enter 
instructions. 

 

File and refile orders and vault pickup 
service requests display as line items 
in the Details step of the order wizard.  

 

 

The boxes you 

placed on the order 

are listed. 
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 Click Next to move to the Pickup      

Details screen and enter shipping 

information. 
 

Review your order and specify the Bill 

to Division and/or Department. 
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If this customer uses purchase 

order numbers to assign and track 

expenses, look up and assign an 

active purchase order number.  
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Empty the cart and restart the 
order process. 
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Return to the pickup list and 
add additional items to the 
order. 
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Site Validation Pickup Order Confirmation 

 

 

 

Enter the email address of user(s) who will 

receive the order confirmation and enter order 

instructions specific to the overall order. 
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Verify the pickup address and edit the 

contact as necessary.  Click the 

>Change Address link to select or 

create a new address.  

Verify your shipping priority and 

carrier. 
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  Finalize your order.  Your items will 

be picked up and a confirmation will 

be emailed. 
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The items you placed on the 

order are listed. 
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